
Precautions To Take in A Lengthy 
Essay 
 

Generally, students are required to write an essay around 500-800 words. There are cases when students 
are asked to write lengthy essays. Such essays are mostly assigned to college students and the word count 
could be 3000-4000 words. 

No matter how much experience a student has in essay writing. Handling such a lengthy essay is not going 

to be easy. If this is your first time crafting such a long essay and you are not sure if you can take it by 
yourself. A free write my essay service is easily available now. If you don’t want to get low grades and are 
unsure to handle such a lengthy essay assignment. It is better to get help from a professional essay writer. 

 

There are many websites that provide a completely free service for your first essay. It is a good idea to 
contact one and get assistance with your essay writing task. However, the following are some of the 
precautions that you can take into account in order to avoid losing marks. 

Repetition 

It is the most common mistake that students are most likely to make in lengthy essays. As there is a lot to 
write, students often miss the point and repeat the same thing again and again. Some students do it 
purposely to complete the word count not knowing that this can badly affect their grades. 

You can find reliable companies that provide high quality write my essay cheap services to students. 

 

Planning 

Whether it is a short essay or a long one, writing it without effective planning is not a good decision to start 
with especially in long essays. Effective planning is very important to take the whole essay in a proper 
manner from a start to its end. 

 

Exaggeration 

Another common mistake that students make is they keep on writing the unnecessary detail just to fill out 
the word count limit. Keep in mind that new points play an important role in scoring high marks. 

 

It is important to keep these things in mind if you are writing an essay by yourself. Make sure whatever 
information you include should be relevant to the main topic so there would be no risk of losing marks 
concerns you. If you find it difficult then there are some best write my essay online services where you can 
hire a professional essay writer. 
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